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Aye cuh, give me some gangsta shit

Aye cuh, give me some gangsta shit

Smoking on some of this
Yeah
Some of that Snoop Dogg master kush
Ha ha yeah

I'm mobbing with them white girls, crippin with them C
boys
Smoking with them Arabs, servin' to them D boys
I guess it's cool to say, I back a fool away
I wake up every morning, brush my teeth and roll a J
I jump into my 6 tray, rollin' through LA
The pigs just push, cuz I'm legal with my kush
I check my style, slow motion like the ocean
I'm smoking while I'm coastin', this is my devotion
Let it go, incredible, tell it though for love
All this conversation makin baby wanna roll up
Hold up. Pure satisfaction, don't mind my attraction
Boss dog, known to keep it crackin
Big mack mackin, CO stackin
Live motivator, both sides of the fader
You check it for preference or wreck it, I wreck it
Right back in action, yep, I keep it crackin

She don't really like them lame niggas
But she love them off the chain niggas
Hey you boy, wutchu actin like?
We got it poppin though, I keep it crackin like
Oh hey ho hey ho
I keep it crackin like
Oh hey ho hey ho
I keep it crackin like

Oh, no, it's big Kreayshawn
The ring leader, wife beater of that white girl mob
I hopped up out the pound with a big boss dog
See it go smooth through a cloud of kush smoke fog
Oh my God, where did she come from?
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A little firecracker with the swag of a stunt gun
And I can get it crackin like it's never been done son
Unholy type swag that can make every nun cum
You got some weed bitch, burn a couple pounds
You got some snow bitch, plow it on down
Pow pow like I'm spikin the punch
You see I made a half a mill while I was sittin at brunch
Then I had to triple that while I was eating my lunch
Now you turned a couple tricks but I've been on the
stunt stunt
And I ain't at the club while you wait at the damn door
Fuck the universe, the whole world is my dance floor
Meow

She don't really like them lame niggas
But she love them off the chain niggas
Hey you boy, wutchu actin like?
We got it poppin though, I keep it crackin like
Oh hey ho hey ho
I keep it crackin like
Oh hey ho hey ho
I keep it crackin like

White girl mob, we on this, it's official
Keep my hoes hip just like I keep my pistol
So queen on the scene, all white presidential
My mind is out this world, yes bitch, I think I'm mental
Keep weed like the forest, got my paper in the trees
10 AM, lightin it up with DOGG
Keep rollin up, I'm high smoking off the P
Kiss to the Lemur Lex and kick up mt feet
Gotta keep it lit so I go and get it crackin
Stay with more than one bitch, I gotta keep it mackin
I'm always chasin money you broke bitches lackin
Everybody at our show, they know we get it smackin
Lights keep flashin, bitches keep askin
That's Kreayshawn and Little Debby, where's V Nasty?
I'm the realest bitch in the game, no lying
If the world is gonna end I'm the last one that's dyin

She don't really like them lame niggas
But she love them off the chain niggas
Hey you boy, wutchu actin like?
We got it poppin though, I keep it crackin like
Oh hey ho hey ho
I keep it crackin like
Oh hey ho hey ho
I keep it crackin like

Big Snoop Dogg with the white girl mob
So mafia, so mafia



It's Big Snoop Dogg with the white girl mob
So mafia, so mafia
It's Big Snoop Dogg with the white girl mob
So mafia, so mafia
It's Big Snoop Dogg with the white girl mob
So, so, so mafia
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